Custom Web
& Mobile

SALES & MARKETING INTELLIGENCE

Pulsetracker is an easy-to-use
Sales & Marketing Customer
Relationship Management (CRM)
system designed for small to
medium-sized businesses that do
big deals.
Understanding where to focus
your sales and marketing efforts
is key to how you spend your
precious time and money.
Pulsetracker provides intelligence
that helps sales and marketing
professionals win more deals.
Based on your prospects’ online
engagement with your brand,
Pulsetracker can reveal the “low
hanging fruit” so you can convert
anonymous visitors into leads —
and leads into deals!

Here are some of the ways Pulsetracker provides Sales and Marketing Intelligence:
•

Lead Engagement - Prioritize your efforts based on

•

who is engaging with your brand the most.
•

open your emails and when they click through to

Deal Tracking - Understand your sales cycle, average
deal amounts, win percentage, and more.

•

your proposals so you know when to follow-up.
•

improve your website and email marketing based on

tions hitting your website you otherwise wouldn’t

visitor engagement behavior.
•

Click-path Analysis - Gain a better understanding of

Conversion Rates - Know which landing pages are
converting more leads using A/B testing so you can

your prospect’s interests.
•

Content - Using aggregate and granular analytics,

Website Visitor Tracking - Easily identify organizaknow about.

•

Personal Email Tracking - Know when your prospects

focus on what works best.

Suggested Updates - Social media automatically

•

Geotargeting - Using location analytics, review and

fills-in-the-blanks on your lead lists, giving you more

adjust your campaigns for more effectiveness at the

intelligence to act on.

(state/city/zip code) levels.
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Content
Man-

LEAD & DEAL TRACKING

Do you know how many leads
your Internet marketing efforts
generated last month? How about
how many deals are in your
pipeline and how long your sales
cycle is?
Pulsetracker easily answers these
questions and more, providing you with the
intelligence you need to win more deals.

Lead Tracking

Deal Tracking

•

Integrate all your lead forms

•

Convert leads into deals

•

Create unlimited lead lists

•

Customize deal stages

•

Share leads and lists with your team

•

Track deals by stage, status, and source

•

Convert website visitors into leads

•

Share deals with your team

Measure lead generation by any timeframe:

•

Measure deals won, deals lost, average deal amount,

•

win ratio, and sales cycle

day, week, month, quarter, year

With Pulsetracker, you can customize deal stages to match your workflow and sales process.
Follow all your deals as they move through your pipeline. You’ll always know how close you are
to winning.
MARKETING PROFESSIONALS love Pulsetracker
because it gives them the credit they deserve
for the leads they generate from their Internet
marketing campaign investments.

SALES PROFESSIONALS love Pulsetracker because
it is an easy-to-use CRM that doesn’t become a
“second job” they will avoid doing.
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eCommerce

VISITOR TRACKING & MARKETING ANALYTICS

About 2% of the visitors to your
website fill out your lead forms.
What about the other 98%?
Business-to-business sales and marketing
professionals who sell big ticket items with long
sales cycles LOVE Pulsetracker. It provides sales
intelligence while exposing untapped leads on
your website and landing pages you didn’t even
know you had. By using our proprietary IP based
algorithms and data sources, we can show you the
companies that are visiting your website regardless
of whether they fill out your lead forms.
By exposing your website to visitors that DON’T
fill out your forms, you’ll have more prospects
to call on. Convert those visitors to leads and
track them using Pulsetracker Watch Lists and get
emailed every time they return. Easily research
your visitor leads with one click, and before you
know it, your pipeline will be full!
Don’t miss a thing with our Digest Emails
Because you’re busy, we don’t expect you to login
to Pulsetracker every day. Don’t worry — we’ve
got you covered with our Digest Emails. Sent
daily or weekly to your inbox, Digest Emails will
give you an overview of how many leads, visitors,
returns, and page views you had the day or week
before. More importantly, it will give you a list of
the companies that hit your site giving you the
opportunity to take sales action!

Email Marketing Analytics with Visitor Integration
Chances are you are already deeply involved with
an email marketing vendor and the thought of
moving your lists to a new service is about as much
fun as cleaning out your garage. With Pulsetracker,
we integrate with the top email marketing vendors
to easily import and sync all your campaigns and
email lists.
Once integrated, you’ll be able to see exactly
who has been opening and clicking your email
campaigns. Best of all, Pulsetracker reveals what
your subscribers do after they click the links in your
campaign emails. Imagine being able to focus on
subscribers who are engaging with your website
content in a meaningful way. Sure beats opening
the phone book and randomly making cold calls!
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Inbound Marketing & CRM
Systems

LIST MANAGEMENT

Every business, no matter the size, has lists
to manage: client lists, lead lists, mailing
lists, email lists, laundry lists – you get the
idea. With Pulsetracker, managing your lists
is a breeze. Create an unlimited number of
lists to organize and segment your contacts.
Need to send an old-school list to your direct
mail house? A cinch. Need to create a call list
for your telemarketing department? Piece of
cake. Need to add new leads to your email
marketing list? Easy peasy. Effective lists are
the backbone of any marketing campaign
so why struggle putting them together to
achieve your goals?

Pulsetracker List Management:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Create an unlimited number of lists
Create custom lists for contacts, leads,
deals, companies, email campaigns, and
website visitors
Customize list views
Create custom fields to accommodate your
key data
Share lists with your team or keep them
private
Export custom views to Excel or PDF
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INTEGRATIONS

After investing in web and email marketing
development, the last thing you want to do is
rebuild everything to conform to your new CRM
system. Unlike our more expensive competitors
who demand you pull everything under their
“circus tent” and rebuild your website and
email campaigns, Pulsetracker elegantly
integrates with your existing Internet marketing
investments. Minimal onboarding disruption
means enjoying Pulsetracker’s benefits sooner
while not incurring more design costs. That’s
why we integrate with the most popular content
management system, email service providers,
and office suite software on the market. Why
reinvent the wheel?
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